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Abstract

Background: Chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) is a myeloproliferative neoplasm that

harbors the Philadelphia chromosome. Tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) therapy has

dramatically improved the survival of patients with CML. Nevertheless, 20%–40% of

CML patients require changes inTKI therapy due to intolerance or drug resistance. A

total of 30%–60% of resistant cases result from kinase domain (KD) mutations.

There is currently no published data on CML KD mutations in South Africa.

Methods: This retrospective, descriptive study collected data from 206 CML

patients attending the King Edward Hospital Hematology clinic. Patient‐based and

mutation‐based factors were analyzed using descriptive statistical analysis and

Kaplan–Meier curves for survival analysis.

Results: KD mutations were detected in 29.1% (n = 60 of 206). A total of 40 different

KD mutations were detected, with unknown responses to TKI therapy in 65% (n = 26

of 40). A total of 57.7% (n = 15 of 26) of mutations with an unknown response,

showed a response to specificTKIs in our study. Four patients had A399T mutations,

of which two showed good responses to Nilotinib. Patients with I293N and V280M

mutations showed good responses to Imatinib. G250E was most frequently

detected. Despite M351T being one of six most commonly reported KD mutations

globally, this mutation was not detected in our patient cohort. A total of 20.9%

(n = 43 of 206) human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) positive patients were

identified, of which 25.6% (n = 11 of 43) had KD mutations. HIV status showed no

significant effect on mutational status or overall survival.

Conclusion: The predicted response to TKI therapy was unknown in more than half

of the KD mutations detected in our patient population. Additionally, eight patients

with mutations with known responses to TKIs showed responses discordant to that

expected. HIV status and KD mutations had no statistically significant effect on
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overall survival. Although some data were comparable to international publications,

few notable differences warrant further investigation.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) is a myeloproliferative neoplasm

that accounts for approximately 15% of all leukemias.1–3 It is

characterized by the presence of the Philadelphia chromosome

(Ph+), which is found in approximately 95% of CML patients.3,4 The

Ph+ is produced by the fusion of the Abelson Leukemia Virus (ABL)

gene found on chromosome 9, with the Breakpoint Cluster Region

(BCR) gene found on chromosome 22.1,4 This occurs as a result of a

reciprocal translocation of genetic material between both chromo-

somes, termed t(9;22)(q34.1;q11.2).1–5 The fusion gene codes for a

210‐kilo Dalton fusion protein (p210) which plays a role in the initial

development of CML.4 The growth, survival and proliferation

signaling pathways seen in CML are driven by the expression of this

oncoprotein, the BCR::ABL1 fusion gene.4,6 The detection of the

BCR::ABL1 fusion gene by molecular studies, confirms the diagnosis

of CML.4

In 2001, the Food and Drug Administration approved a tyrosine

kinase inhibitor (TKI), Imatinib Mesylate (Gleevec) for first‐line

therapy of CML.1,6 Other TKIs have subsequently been approved

for the treatment of CML. The clinician's choice of TKI therapy is

dependent upon drug cost, availability, toxicity, efficacy, and

tolerability, as well as patient‐related factors.7,8 The use of targeted

drug therapy has improved the 10‐year overall survival (OS) rate from

20% to 80%–90%, with some patients going on to reach a life

expectancy close to that of the general population.1,9

The response to TKI therapy is determined by the assessment of

hematologic, cytogenetic and molecular parameters.3,7 A complete

hematologic response (CHR) requires the normalization of peripheral

blood counts (absolute leucocyte count <10 × 109/L, platelet count

<450 × 109/L, and the lack of immature granulocytes or blasts in the

peripheral blood), no signs or symptoms of the disease, and the

resolution of splenomegaly.3,7 The absence of Ph+ metaphases

defines complete cytogenetic response (CCyR).3,7 Major molecular

response (MMR) is achieved when BCR::ABL1 International Standard-

ized is ≤0.1% or ≥3‐log reduction in BCR::ABL1 mRNA on quantitative

Reverse Transcriptase Polymerase Chain Reaction (qRT‐PCR).3,7

Despite high rates of hematologic and cytogenetic responses to

Imatinib, a significant proportion of patients (20%–40%) require a

change in treatment.10,11 This may be as a result of clinical or

molecular resistance, or due to intolerance to Imatinib.10,11 Kinase

Domain (KD) mutations are detected in 30%–60% of patients with

Imatinib resistance, with more than a hundred KD mutations having

been reported to date.2,11–14 These mutations typically arise in or

within proximity to one of four regions of the KD which includes the

phosphate‐binding (P) loop, Src Homology 3 contact, SH2 contact,

and activation (A) loop.12,15

Point mutations are the most frequent type of KD mutation

within the ABL1 KD to cause resistance to Imatinib.10,14,15 These

point mutations impair or prevent the binding of certain TKIs to their

binding sites.12,15

Screening for KD mutations at the time of diagnosis has been

recommended in patients who are in the accelerated or blastic phase

of disease.12,15 Mutational analysis may also be performed at any

time that loss of CHR, MMR, or CCyR is detected; or when additional

clonal chromosomal abnormalities in the Ph+ clone are detected by

chromosome banding analysis.12

Despite its limited sensitivity, Sanger sequencing remains the

gold standard for the detection of ABL1 KD mutations.16 The advent

of Next Generation Sequencing has provided an alternate method for

the detection of mutations.2,15,16

There is a scarcity of published data concerning CML in South

Africa, with most available data documented in small studies. These

studies have shown the median age at diagnosis of CML to be

younger than that reported internationally.17,18

Despite the high incidence of human immunodeficiency virus

(HIV) in South Africa, there is very little South African literature on

people living with HIV (PLWH) and CML concurrently. A South

African publication, by Moosa et al. in 2012, reported a study of 18

PLWH and CML. These patients made up 7.5% of all patients with

CML, had a median age of 37 years, and had more aggressive disease

at presentation.18 International studies have shown the co‐existence

of these two disease entities to be coincidental.17,18

To date, there is no published data describing the frequency and

types of KD mutations detected in the South African population.

Thus, the aim of this study was to define and determine the

frequency of KD mutations in CML patients in our local setting, both

in patients with and without HIV. We also aimed to determine the

response to changes in treatment, disease progression, and the OS of

these patients.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

A retrospective chart review of CML patients who attended the

Hematology Clinic at King Edward VIII Hospital in Kwa‐Zulu Natal

between January 1, 2011 and December 31, 2021, was performed.

King Edward Vlll Hospital is a tertiary, academic hospital in the
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province of KwaZulu‐Natal, South Africa. Of the 247 patients with

CML who attended the clinic during this period, 41 patients were

excluded (Table 1). Reasons for exclusion were that attendance at the

clinic did not fall within the study period, the detection of mutations

predated the study period, and/or an insufficient data. Data were

collected for 206 patients meeting the inclusion criteria, which

included patients ≥12 years of age with BCR‐ABL1 positivity, and

who were commenced on Imatinib within the stipulated time period

(Table 1).

All mutational analysis was performed by Sanger Sequencing at

one of two referral centers, using Applied Biosystems 3500 or 3730

genetic analyzers, which are supplied by Thermofisher Life

Technologies.

Both paper‐based patient records and the National Health

Laboratory Service Laboratory Information System were used to

source the required information. Patient names were not recorded,

and each patient was assigned a unique number to protect patient

confidentiality. The relevant information was extracted and docu-

mented on a data collection sheet, which was then captured

electronically in password‐protected devices. Coding of variables

was used to exclude subjectivity and ensure consistent

interpretation.

Parameters recorded on the data collection sheet included

patient age at diagnosis, HIV status, phase of disease at presentation,

reason for changing TKI, result of mutational analysis, sensitivity/

resistance to TKIs, choice of second TKI, and clinical and molecular

response. Molecular responses were assessed according to the latest

European LeukemiaNet and National Comprehensive Cancer Net-

work defined response criteria—with the same response milestones

as used for first‐line treatment.3,7 qRT‐PCR results were reviewed to

assess intervals of 1‐log shifts in BCR::ABL1 transcript levels, reported

in IS units.

Informed consent was not required due to the retrospective,

observational nature of the study. The study protocol was approved

by the Biomedical Research Committee (BREC00003764/2022) and

by each participating center according to the Declaration of Helsinki.

2.1 | Statistical analysis

Descriptive statistics were used to summarize the data. Ā total of

2 × 2 χ2 tests were used to examine the association of KD mutations

with age groups and HIV status. Frequencies and percentages were

reported for demographic variables, name of KD mutations and

response to therapy.

TABLE 1 Summary of the study population.

Total number n = 247

(Diagnosed with CML, attended KEH hematology between 01/01/2011

and 31/12/2021)

Patients

excluded

n = 41

(Attendance at the clinic which did not fall within the study period,
detection of mutations which predated the study period, and/or
an insufficiency of data)

Patients included n = 206

(≥12 years of age, BCR‐ABL1 positive, commenced on Imatinib)

Patients with
mutations

n = 60 (29.1%)

HIV status Positive Negative Unknown

n=11 (18.3%) n = 40 (66.7%) n = 9 (15.0%)

Age ≥50 years <50 years

n=20 (33.3%) n = 40 (66.7%)

Abbreviations: CML, chronic myeloid leukemia; KEH, King Edward VIII
Hospital.

F IGURE 1 Patient‐related variables.
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Time from the first presentation to the date last seen or date of

death (OS) was computed and Kaplan–Meier curves were drawn for

patients with and without KD mutations, and by HIV status. A log‐

rank test was then used to compare the equality of the survivor

function. Five‐year survival rates and 95% confidence intervals are

reported for both groups. A p < 0.05 was considered statistically

significant. Stata v 17 statistical software was used for statistical

analysis.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Patient‐based analysis

The 206 patients included in this study had a median age of 41.5

years at diagnosis (12–76 years) and a male‐to‐female ratio of

0.9. The white cell counts at presentation ranged from 23 to

874 × 109/L. 20.9% (n = 43) of patients were PLWH. However,

the HIV status of 14.6% (n = 30) patients was documented or

could not be traced. Additional patient‐based data can be found

in Figure 1.

The majority of patients presented in the chronic phase of

disease (93.2%, n = 192), followed by accelerated phase (4.4%, n = 9),

and blastic phase (1.5%, n = 3). Two patients did not have sufficient

data available for the classification of the phase of disease.

All patients were commenced on first‐line therapy with Imatinib,

except one patient who was diagnosed at another facility before

being transferred to our facility. This patient had been commenced

on Nilotinib.

A total of 45.6% (n = 94) patients required a change in TKI. A

total of 63.8% (n = 60) of these patients had a detectable KD

mutation, however, 14 of the 60 patients had mutations sensitive

to Imatinib therapy. Those patients were counseled on compli-

ance and continued on Imatinib therapy, with or without dose

adjustments. Other reasons for change inTKI included intolerance

to, or cytopenias secondary to a specific TKI, suboptimal clinical

or molecular responses (with negative mutational studies),

disease progression, and drug availability at the facility. A total

of 38.8% of patients (n = 80) had a poor molecular response, with

no detected mutations.

The median time to resistance was 36 months, and the median

time for a change in TKI was 63 months (4–207 months).

TABLE 2 Mutations detected, frequency and response to TKI
therapy.

Name of mutation
Number
detected Imatinib Nilotinib Dasatinib

G250E 11

T315I 6

F359I 5

F359V 4

A399T 4

M244V 4

E255K 4

H396R 2

E255V 2

F317L 2

D363_R386del 2

V260A 1

V260G 1

V260M 1

K219R 1

A412S 1

H396Y 1

E275K 1

G259D 1

Y253F 1

Y253H 1

I242V 1

I293N 1

E282V 1

V280M 1

E279K 1

V339M 1

G254R 1

Y312C 1

R307N 1

V299L 1

F311I 1

C330R 1

L248V 1

V225F 1

P367Q 1

V304RfsTer14 1

L248_L247del 1

TABLE 2 (Continued)

Name of mutation
Number
detected Imatinib Nilotinib Dasatinib

N331D 1

Q300* 1

Note: Full/partial resistance  , Full/partial sensitivity  , Unknown  .
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3.2 | Mutation‐based analysis

A total of 29.1% (n = 60 of 206) of patients in this cohort developed a

KD mutation during the study period.

Only 25.6% (n = 11 of 43) of PLWH had detectable mutations

compared to 30.1% (n = 49 of 163) of HIV‐negative patients with KD

mutations detected.

KD mutations were slightly more common in the patients

diagnosed with CML who were younger than 50 years of age

(30.3% vs. 27.0%, p = 0.6), however, this correlation was not

statistically significant.

Forty‐six patients had one detectable KD mutation, while two

and three different KD mutations were detected in nine and five

patients respectively. It could not be determined from this

retrospective study whether these were compound or polyclonal

mutations.

Forty different KD mutations were detected in this cohort

(Table 2). Of the 40 types of KD mutations detected, 14 are known to

have complete or partial responses to specific TKI's, while the

response to TKI therapy is not known in 26 of the 40 KD mutations

(Table 2). A total of 57.7% (n = 15 of 26) of KD mutations without a

documented effect on response to TKIs, showed a response to a

specific TKI in this study.

The response to TKI therapy for patients with KD mutations is

documented in Table 3 (unknown effect of mutation on TKI therapy)

and Table 4 (known effect of mutation on TKI therapy).

Of the detected 26 KD mutations which are known to have an

unknown response to TKI therapy, our study showed patients with

Q300*, A412S, I293N, N331D, V280M, H396Y, A399T, R307N, and

V225F mutations had responded to Imatinib; patients with K219R,

A399T, V260M, E282V, and Y312C mutations responded to

Nilotinib; and Dasatinib was effective in patients with E275R and

G254R mutations (Table 3).

3.3 | Survival analysis

Survival analysis showed an OS of 97.1% (n = 149, CI 93.2–98.8%)

and 95.6% (n = 80, CI 90.9–97.9%) at 2 and 5 years respectively.

Patients without KD mutations had a 5‐year OS of 95.8% (n = 47, CI

90.1–98.2%). There was no significant difference in OS in patients

with KD mutations (5‐year OS 95.7%, n = 33, CI 84.0%–98.9%,

p = 0.7) or the PLWH (5‐year OS 94.1%, n = 12, 95% CI

65.0%–99.2%, p = 0.6) (Figure 2).

A total of 5.8% (n = 12 of 206) of patients in this cohort had

documentation of death related to the disease or a complication

thereof. A total of 58% of these deaths (n = 7) occurred within 5

years of diagnosis. A total of 33% of these patients (n = 4) had

detectable KD mutations, two of which had more than one KD

mutation.

TABLE 3 Mutations with unknown effect onTKI therapy, choice
of TKI, and molecular response observed.

Patient
number

Mutation
detected TKI choice Molecular responsea

2 Q300* Imatinib Good

7 D363_R386del Nilotinib Poor

15 V260G Imatinib Undetermined/static

24 V304RfsTer14 Imatinib Undetermined

30 K219R Nilotinib Good

32 A412S Imatinib Good

44 E275Kb Nilotinib Poor

Dasatinib Good

70 G259D Imatinib Undetermined

81 A399T Nilotinib Good

89 I242V Imatinib Poor

91 A399T Imatinib Undetermined

93 I293N Imatinib Good

N331D Imatinib Good

94 V260M Nilotinib Good

E282V Nilotinib Good

96 V280M Imatinib Good

99 H396Y Imatinib Good

100 A399T Imatinib Poor

102 V339M Imatinib Undetermined

105 G254R Dasatinib Good

113 Y312C Nilotinib Good

142 R307N Imatinib Good

170 C330R Nilotinib Poor

195 L248Vc Dasatinib Undetermined

L248_L247del Dasatinib Undetermined

198 V225F Imatinib Good

199 P367Q Dasatinib Undetermined

204 A399T Nilotinib Good

205 V260Ad Nilotinib Poor

Abbreviation: TKI, tyrosine kinase inhibitor.

Predicted responses:
aMolecular responses were assessed according to the current European
LeukemiaNet and National Comprehensive Cancer Network defined

response criteria—using the same response milestones as for first‐line
treatment.3,7

bImatinib—resistant, Nilotinib—sensitive, Dasatinib—unknown.
cImatinib—resistant, Nilotinib—sensitive, Dasatinib—unknown.
dImatinib—resistant, Nilotinib—unknown, Dasatinib—unknown.
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TABLE 4 Mutations with known effect on TKI, choice of TKI, and response observed.

Patient
number Name of mutation

Reported effect
on TKI Choice of TKI Patient response

8 F359I S –D, R –N, PR ‐ I Dasatinib Undetermined

10 F359I S –D, R –N, PR ‐ I Dasatinib Poora

16 G250E R – I and N, S ‐ D Nilotinib Poor

40 G250E R – I and N, S ‐ D Nilotinib Poor

F359V S –D, R – I and N Dasatinib Poora

43 H396R S –D and N, PR ‐ I Nilotinib Good

74 F359I S –D, R –N, PR ‐ I Dasatinib Good

82 M244V S –D and N, PR ‐ I Nilotinib Undetermined

85 T315I R –D, N, I Nilotinib Gooda

86 F359V S –D, R – I and N Dasatinib Good

87 G250E R – I and N, S ‐ D Dasatinib Poora

Y253F S –D, R – I, PR ‐ N Dasatinib Poora

F359V S –D, R – I and N Dasatinib Poora

88 E255K S –D, R – I, PR ‐ N Dasatinib Good

90 M244V S –D and N, PR ‐ I Dasatinib Poora

F359I S –D, R –N, PR ‐ I Dasatinib Poora

92 T315I R –D, N, I Nilotinib Undetermined

95 E255K S –D, R – I, PR ‐ N Dasatinib Undetermined

97 F359I S –D, R –N, PR ‐ I Dasatinib Undetermined

98 E279K S –D and N, PR ‐ I Nilotinib Undetermined

100 E255K S –D, R – I, PR ‐ N Nilotinib Poor

Dasatinib Undetermined

101 F359V S –D, R – I and N Dasatinib Poora

104 G250E R – I and N, S ‐ D Nilotinib Undetermined

105 G250E R – I and N, S ‐ D Nilotinib Poor

106 Not documented S –D and N, PR ‐ I Nilotinib Poor

T315I R –D, N, I Dasatinib Poor

107 H396R S –D and N, PR ‐ I Dasatinib Undetermined

124 M244V S –D and N, PR ‐ I Imatinib Undetermined

125 T315I R –D, N, I Hydroxyurea Undetermined

136 E255V R – I, PR –D and N Nilotinib Poor

137 G250E R – I and N, S ‐ D Nilotinib Undetermined

140 G250E R – I and N, S ‐ D Nilotinib Poor

T315I R –D, N, I Nilotinib Poor

143 G250E R – I and N, S ‐ D Dasatinib Poora

Nilotinib Undetermined

V299L S – I and N, PR ‐ D Nilotinib Undetermined

145 T315I R –D, N, I Nilotinib Poor

154 F311I R – I and D, PR ‐ N Nilotinib Undetermined

159 Not documented S –D and N, PR ‐ I Dasatinib Good
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4 | DISCUSSION

TheWorld Health Organization and other publications report CML as

having a male‐to‐female ratio of 1.2–1.7, with a median age at

diagnosis of 50–60 years of age.4,7,19,20 Our patient group had a

male‐to‐female ratio of 0.9, and a much younger median age of 41.5

years of age at diagnosis. The youngest patient diagnosed with CML

was 12 years old. 64.1% patients (n = 132 of 206) were below the age

of 50 years at the time of diagnosis. These results are consistent with

the limited data available in South Africa, which has shown a younger

age of diagnosis of patients with CML in this population.17,18,21

Our results also showed that almost 50% of patients required a

change in TKI after treatment with Imatinib, which is slightly higher

than current international data (20%–40%).10,11 Almost half of the

patients who required a change inTKI, had a detectable KD mutation

by Sanger Sequencing, which is compatible with global findings of

30%–60%.2,11–13

A subset of patients was confirmed to be HIV positive (21%,

n = 43 of 206). To our knowledge, this is the first South African study

reporting on KD mutations in PLWH. Although the cohort is small

there was no substantial correlation between the presence of a KD

mutation and being HIV positive (p = 0.6). Additionally, there were no

notable differences in the types of KD mutations found in PLWH and

patients without HIV.

Globally, the six most frequently reported KD mutations are

documented to be T315I, G250E, E255K, M244V, M351T, and

Y253F.14,15 The most frequently found KD mutations in our cohort

were G250E (18.3%, n = 11 of 60), T315I (10%, n = 6 of 60), F359I

(8.3%, n = 5 of 60), and A399T, M244V, E255K, and F359V each

detected in 6.7% (n = 4 of 60) of patients. M351T was not detected in

our study population, and this differs from data published from other

African countries.22,23

The G250E KD mutation constitutes a substitution of glycine for

glutamic acid at amino acid 250, positioned at the p‐loop. The G250E

mutation confers variable levels of resistance to most TKI's, but is

sensitive to Dasatinib.3,24 This mutation was the most frequently detected

mutation (n=11 of 60) in our cohort. More than half the patients with

G250E mutation had more than one mutation detected (n=7 of 11,

63.6%). All 11 of our patients showed poor clinical or molecular response

to the TKI drugs available at the facility, including Dasatinib.

More than half of the mutations with an unknown response

responded to a specific TKI.

A399T KD mutation was detected in four patients, and the

response to TKI therapy is unknown. Two of the four patients with

this mutation were changed to Nilotinib and showed a good

molecular and clinical response. Two patients were continued on

Imatinib, one having a poor molecular response and the response of

the other was not yet determined at the time of the study.

Two patients with KD mutations of unknown effect on TKI

therapy (I293N and V280M), were continued on Imatinib and went

on to achieve a sustained deep molecular remission, of 51 and 30

months respectively.

Of note, eight patients with KD mutations of known TKI effect

also showed conflicting response to therapy, which can likely be

attributed to the presence of more than one KD mutation, or other

confounding factors such as compliance to medication dosages and

scheduled appointments (Table 3).

The limitations of our study should be acknowledged. The

accurate assessment of patient outcome was prevented by the high

incidence of repeated defaulting of appointments and medication

(n = 45), as well as some patients being lost to follow‐up (n = 36 of

45). Thirty‐six patients were lost to follow up, of which fourteen had

detected mutations. It was not possible to establish the outcome of

those patients.

TABLE 4 (Continued)

Patient
number Name of mutation

Reported effect
on TKI Choice of TKI Patient response

195 Y253H S –D, R – I, PR ‐ N Dasatinib Undetermined

199 G250E R – I and N, S ‐ D Nilotinib Poor

200 E225K R – I and N, PR ‐ D Dasatinib Poor

201 F317L S –N, PR – I and D Nilotinib Poora

203 M244V S –N and D, PR ‐ I Imatinib Undetermined

F317L S –N, PR – I and D Imatinib Undetermined

205 G250E R – I and N, S ‐ D Dasatinib Poora

E225V S –D, R – I and N Dasatinib Poora

206 G250E R – I and N, S ‐ D Imatinib Undetermined

Abbreviation: D, Dasatinib; I, Imatinib; N, Nilotinib; PR, partial resistance; R, resistant; S, sensitive; TKI, tyrosine kinase inhibitor.
aDiscordant response to TKI.
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The reasons for patients defaulting appointments and treatment

were largely socioeconomic, including lack of finances and transport,

as well as poor understanding regarding the importance for

compliance of treatment, and following dosages and times as

prescribed.

Furthermore, it should be noted that Imatinib was first available

to select patients in this institution from 2001 on a trial basis. Before

this, patients were treated with Hydroxyurea and Interferon, until

Imatinib became accessible. Few patients who were diagnosed

before the study period were only commenced on Imatinib in the

course of 2011 and 2012.

5 | CONCLUSION

This study has identified that just under a third of CML patients in our

population had KD mutations; which is consistent with global data.

The age of the patients, as well as their HIV status showed no

F IGURE 2 Survival analysis curves (A) Survival probability curves for patients with mutations and those without mutations. (B) Survival
probability curves for patients living with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and those without HIV.
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statistically significant correlation with the incidence of KD

mutations.

Our study showed that patients with mutations with unknown

responses to TKI therapy, in some cases did actually respond to

specific TKI therapy.

Further studies are warranted to gain more insight into

our CML patient population. This includes the investigation of

factors that may contribute to the younger age of diagnosis,

the prevalence of each BCR‐ABL1 fusion transcript in this setting

and its impact on disease evolution. A prospective study of

the KD mutations found in our population, together with

monitoring of these patients will be beneficial to the assessment

of response to specific TKI therapy in patients with KD mutations,

the impact on disease evolution, and OS as compared to published

global data.
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